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Reviewer's report:

Minor Essential Revisions
1. Could the authors please describe the donor screening, bacterial screening and pasteurisation methods/practices of the NGO run milk bank? It is not clear whether these are identical to those briefly described for the in-house milk bank.

The NGO run milk bank uses the same donor screening and bacterial screening practices the only difference is that the milk is pasteurized by the Holder Pasteurisation Method using an automated commercial pasteurizer (Sterifeed S90). We have added this information into the background at the end of the first paragraph on page 5.

2. The authors report that assessment of the bacterial content of pasteurised donor milk consisted of microbiological culture from a 5ml aliquot of the first sample of pasteurised expressed breastmilk of each donor, however, they report only 30 samples were assessed from 35 donors. Why was the collection incomplete?

Five of the donors provided donor milk for only 1-2 days and these 5 donors provided milk on weekends or leave periods when the investigator responsible for taking a sample of breastmilk for microbiological analysis was not on duty.

3. Also can the authors compare their post pastuerisation sampling regime and that recently reported by a US milk bank (see Landers and Updegrove 2010 Breastfeeding Medicine 5(3):117-121) - these authors found 7% of batches grew Bacillus sp. after pasteurisation. Would the post pasteurisation regime used during this feasibility and safety assessment study adequately control this infrequently encountered risk? The authors may also note that some dairy literature suggests that 'flash' pasteurisation increases Bacillus spore activation above that encountered with 'holder' pasteurisation. Given obvious need for a cost effective pasteurisation method - this issue may need to be addressed by a change in post pasteurisation screening regime.

We thank the reviewer for highlighting this important concern. We have used the information you have provided in order to develop a more detailed discussion on the bacterial analysis. We have included this discussion under the “limitations” section of the discussion – page 12 & 13. We have also included 5 related references.
4. This study assesses the safety of human milk banking by limited bacterial screening of post pasteurised donor milk and by assessment of adverse events associated with both formula and donor milk feeding. Unfortunately, with regard to the latter (as recognised by the authors) they were unable assess differences as the number who received donor milk was too small - and confounded by possible reverse causality. Given these limitations I believe the authors should not assert as a conclusion of the study that "it is possible to safely supply pasteurized donor breastmilk in a resource poor setting in South Africa". It is possibly too broad a statement given the investigations undertaken. The safety of milk banking is determined by the protocols employed by the milk bank and the quality management practices of the milk bank. This is one of the greatest successes of milk banking in Brazil - a practical demonstration that a commitment to proper quality management of the process as a whole (not just occasional safety checks and procedures) does not require enormous resources. This may require that the authors reword the second objective of the study to "Secondly, to evaluate two aspects of the safety providing donor milk ..." or similar.

I must add that I regard these as minor revisions as there is existing literature regarding the bacterial safety of donor milk post pasteurisation. There is also a long history of donor milk banking with few reports of adverse events. In addition the risks of milk banking must be evaluated in the context of the risks of not milk banking.

Thank you for these important comments. We agree and have therefore changed the wording of the objectives to take this into account – please see the last paragraph of the background on page 6. We have also edited the discussion section (para 2, page 11) and conclusion (page 13) accordingly. Furthermore we have also incorporated these edits into the results and conclusion of the Abstract.

5. This is a very well written and edited manuscript. One small spelling error/typo noted. Page 6 final sentence of section titled "Methodology for microbiology" "indentified" should read "identified".

Thank you, we have corrected spelling.

6. Re: reference 11. I was unable to find a copy of the "Guidelines of the Human Milk Banking Association of South Africa" refered to on the weblink provided.

Sorry, because the website is fairly new we had assumed it would have been updated by the time the article was published – the guidelines have now been uploaded.

Discretionary Revisions
7. The authors point out that a reasonably large proportion of the eligible infants
during the study period did not receive donor milk and that this may have been partly due to a lack of acceptance by staff. Could they suggest or offer comment on the implications of this for any future group looking to attempt a similar project. ie. could staff education/training prior to establishment be beneficial to its acceptance?

Thank you, this is a very valuable suggestion and we have added in an extra 3 sentences at the end of paragraph 1 of the discussion (page 11) to enlarge on this point.
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